Welcome to Lonesome Dove

For a short time a couple of years ago, I became enamored of the ideas expressed in The Search for Excellence and Corporate Culture. Concepts such as shared values, worker involvement, and commitment to quality were heady stimulants. For a time I had hopes that the school culture would be tapped, that teachers, like Honda workers, would come together to discuss how we could improve our products. But my hopes were never high. I doubted that people who do not even sit together at staff meetings could easily be molded into quality teams. Experience had taught me that the world of school is not a corporate world and such culture as exists is based upon the shared value of separateness.

The school is a world of individualists. Teachers have more in common with the cowboys in Lonesome Dove than with the team workers of G.E. The ultimate schoolhouse unit is the classroom and its individual teacher. We've all learned to be entrepreneurs, to negotiate somehow the deal that best allows us to teach our students and to attempt to satisfy our own needs. Some of us work on getting advanced classes, some on avoiding cafeteria supervision, some on teaching the same thing year after year. Our strategies differ, but our intents are the same. In a work setting in which there is no reward given for superior performance, we maneuver to secure advantages. And when conditions don't even allow for that, our traditional nonrallying cry is, "Well, I'll just go in my room, shut my door, and do my own thing." So much for educational quality circles.

Yet this surface separateness is, to a degree, illusory, a phenomenon created by the conditions of the workplace rather than the intents of the workers. Teachers do have shared values, values based upon two forces: idealism and cynicism.

Teachers, even the most disgruntled, derive the most satisfaction in their work from reaching a student. We treasure that magic teaching moment when it is apparent that we have communicated learning. We value instruction. So any attempt to galvanize teachers should appeal to this idealism. Show us you value instruction: don't interrupt our classes at whim, curtail pull-out programs, don't schedule irrelevant assemblies. Involve us in projects truly aimed at improving instruction, not merely in streamlining procedures. Commit to projects for the long term, not just long enough to make central office think something is being done.

And, please, take into account our healthy cynicism. Willa Cather wrote, "No one can build his security on the nobleness of another person." Don't expect us to be continually noble. When you seek change, show us what's in it for us. It is rather naive to expect that teachers have the natures of saints and martyrs, that we will rush to become part of projects which require increased time and effort and yet offer no concrete return. It is much wiser to treat us like ordinary human beings who perform better when given some reward for our efforts.

I believe that most teachers would respond positively to the building leader sensitive enough to take into account our idealism and cynicism and daring enough to forge a shared culture. Most of us would be glad to stop being lonesome.
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